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You Want
Gadge
Loud Claims or Sound Facts? Lurid Promises
or Absolute Precision? Will You Buy An Ordi-

nary Refrigerator When The Same Price Will
Buy The Masterpiece of Modern Engineering?
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The choice is yours and it is easy to go wrong. . . easier to go right! You can

buy refrigerator gadgets anytime, but, they will not make your refrigerator

a good one! With a new G-- E no added gadgets are necessary. Everything

you need and want is there. Loud claims, lurid promises won't protect your

health, your family, your pocketbook, but a General Electric WILL because it

is above the ordinary! The things that count most are built into it.

wide interest. . .

So I went in with the furniture

This Is IMPORTANT!

Only the General Electric refrigerator has

an oil-cool- ed motor. In the south that is

VERY important. No matter how hot the

weather or for how long, a G-- E unit NEVER

becomes overheated causing expensive re-

pairs. To prove this we offer 5 YEARS

PERFORMANCE PROTECTION'.
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The New Low Priced
G-- E Can Be Bought For

Consider this : When you buy a G--E

refrigerator you are buying the product
of the world's greatest electrical labora
tory. There's 20 years of knowing how
in each G-- K. Nothing has been left out
to make it BETTER. Many needed
things have been added and are not
available in ANY OTHER refrigerator.
Consider that, then decide what you
want ... gadgets or perfection !
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Here Are NEW

PROVED FEATURES

There are 15 G-- E models. One to

fit your family and pocketbook.

New, full-wid- th sliding shelves.
Even the top shelf slides.

New thrift-momet- er shows at a

glance that temperature is cor-

rect.

New, faster freezing speeds.

New, easy-o- ut ice cube trays with

faster freezing speeds.

NEW TERMS that permit the
G-- E to pay its own way b' the
economy it brings.
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You Save Money Three Ways

With the new G-- E you save on price, you

save on Current, you save on Upkeep . . . and
you save on extra "gadgets," You don't need
any with a G-- E. They're all there, better
than you can buy separately ! No other re-

frigerator can offer the same economies you

get in a General Electric !

green, and blue, holding

Why Take Chances?
With every General Electric refrige-

rator we have sold has gone our own
unqualified guarantee and the guaran-

tee of the General Electric Company.
Ask yourself, "How can I go wrong

on a G-- E ?" The answer is, you can't.
Right now is the time to buy that new
G-- E and let the other fellow take
the chances!
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